Working with Copper Tubing
by George Kekenes
Repurposing an A/C compressor as a vacuum pump is an inexpensive way to do small vacuum bagging projects.
Adapting the compressor lines to a fitting you can use for whatever purpose you need the pump for can be a
problem if you don't have experience in copper tubing. This article explains how to adapt copper tubing to pipe
threads. To get started I have outlined the different types of copper tubing you'll encounter.
Common wall-thicknesses of copper tubing for the purpose of modifying compressor connections are "Type K",
"Type L", "Type M" and "ACR". The different types are color coded, usually with a stripe, and will have markings
every 18". Copper tubing is made in both "hard" and "soft" formulations, the soft can be bent in a wide radius with
benders and in some cases by hand. The hard type must use fittings.
Type
Type K
Type L
Type M
ACR

Color
Green
Blue
Red
Blue

Formulations
Hard in straight lengths and soft in coils
Hard in straight lengths and soft in coils
Hard in straight lengths
Hard in straight lengths and soft in coils

Here are some charts that come in very handy when adapting copper tubing, they give the inside and out
diameter of the different types of tubing.

Making Connections
The connections to adapt on the A/C compressor you are converting to vacuum pump will be ACR. You will need
NPT (pipe thread) to connect to vacuum bagging/press components. There are several ways to make the
conversions, but first let’s look at the common ways copper tubing is connected.
•

Solder or brazed joints which are strong permanent joints that require a torch and a filler metal.
Solder/brazed joints provide the most choices in size, angle, length, placement, and type of tubing. These
joints are permanent and require an acetylene, oxy acetylene or map gas torch along with the proper
solder or filler metal for the type of tubing and pressure requirements needed. They are also inexpensive
to make, once you have the torch and solder/filler you can make joints for pennies a piece depending on
size and complexity.

•

Flare fittings are strong and can be easily disconnected if needed. Flare fitting joints are more labor
intensive in so much as each side of the tubing in the joint needs to be placed in a flaring tool and formed
to the proper shape to attach to the fitting end with a lock nut. They are very strong and also able to be
disconnected and reconnected easily. The fittings will cost from 5 to 7 dollars for small, simple ones. They
are reusable and are readily available in many configurations.

•

Socket or groove fittings incorporate a gasket to seal the connection. These joints are the least labor
intensive and require no special tools to use. They are also weaker than the other types, not as readily
available, and can be significantly more expensive to buy.

To demonstrate I went around my shop and took 4 pieces of copper tubing scraps I found and joined them
together and converted to NPT.

Image 1
3/8 Type-ACR easily slides into 1/2 Type-L copper.

Image 2
The pinched edge of the larger tube fits around the
smaller tube.

Image 3
The joints are silver soldered with a propane torch.

Images 4 & 5
Use a flaring tool to flare both ends.
Always put your flare nut on the tubing first or you'll be cutting off the end and re-flaring.

Image 6
A proper flare

Image 7
Shows a flare adapter, NPT bushing, to get to 1/2 NPT then changed over
to 6AN which is the fitting I use on my pump.

Image 8
The other side of the tubing, plugged for testing.

Image 9
A Millipore pump that I got at auction for $7.

Image 10
Pulled down to 26” Hg to check for leaks.

You can see that there are several inexpensive and basic
ways to adapt almost any type of copper tubing to any other
fitting, thread, line, or hose you may need.
If you are just planning to adapt lines from an A/C
compressor to make a vacuum pump, a flaring tool and
adapter fittings are your best bet.
If you plan to do more adapting, your own plumbing and A/C
repair or run into stuck bolts from time to time, a small torch
is very handy to have around. Always use the proper safety
equipment when working with torches.
I strongly suggest you do not find an old A/C unit and
remove the compressor from it since releasing refrigerant
gas is illegal, carries a hefty fine, and is not good for the
environment. Also when heating up existing compressor
joints without proper evacuation there's always a risk of
burning a pocket of Freon in one of the copper tubing loops and creating a deadly poisonous gas. Scrap yards,
junk yards, refrigeration companies, supply houses are all good sources for compressors.

